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A gamma decaying isomeric state (τ1/2 = 197+19
−17 ns) has been identified in 96Cd, which is one

alpha particle away from the last known bound N=Z nucleus 100Sn. Comparison of the results
with shell-model calculations has allowed a tentative experimental level scheme to be deduced and
the isomer to be interpreted as a medium-spin negative-parity spin-trap based on the coupling of
isoscalar (T = 0) and isovector (T = 1) neutron-proton pairs. The data also suggest evidence for
the population of a 9+ T = 1 state, which is predicted by shell-model calculations to be yrast. Such
a low-lying T = 1 state, which is unknown in lighter mass even-even self-conjugate nuclei, can also
be interpreted in terms of the coupling of T = 0 and T = 1 neutron-proton pairs.

PACS numbers: PACS 26.20+f, 26.65+t,25.40Lw

Studies of the pairing correlations between fermions
has contributed greatly to our understanding of the be-
haviour of many-body quantum systems [1]. Nuclei con-
tain two different types of fermions (protons and neu-

trons) and provide a unique laboratory for the study of
pairing since it plays a prominent role in nuclear struc-
ture physics at low excitation energies [2–9].

Isovector (T = 1) pairing between like-nucleons is the
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most prevalent across the nuclear chart; in the case of
the N = 50 semi-magic isotones below 100Sn (the heavi-
est bound N = Z nucleus [10]) this manifests as a set of
nuclei that are well described by the seniority scheme
[11–16]. However, in the case of self-conjugate nuclei
enhanced neutron-proton (np) pairing correlations can
arise between the two distinct fermions when they oc-
cupy the same orbitals. In addition to T = 1 np pairing,
the opportunity for isoscalar (T = 0) correlations is also
present. Competition between these np pairing mecha-
nisms is of contemporary interest [3, 6–8, 17–20]. Whilst
T = 1 np pairs have been shown to dominate the struc-
ture of N = Z nuclei below mass 80 [20, 21], evidence for
a T = 0 np pairing condensate remains elusive.

Recent work on 92Pd [3] has provided the first indi-
cations at low spins for the influence of the isoscalar np
interaction as well as the possibility for the existence of
a new type of spin-aligned isoscalar np pairs. The obser-
vation of the β-decaying 16+ isomer in 96Cd [17, 22] has
revealed evidence for the importance of the T = 0 np in-
teraction at higher-spins. These works have resulted in a
number of theoretical studies that include investigations
of the T = 0 two-body matrix elements in a restricted
shell-model space [7] and the mapping of shell-model
states to a corresponding boson model [8, 19]. Such cal-
culations indicate that the wave functions of low-lying
states in 96Cd contain spin-aligned np pairs. However,
the interpretation of excited states is often complicated
by competition from isovector pairing as well as issues
associated with establishing the suitability of the limited
model spaces employed in shell-model calculations [18].

Due to their low production cross sections, the inves-
tigation of excited states in N = Z nuclei above mass
90 remains a challenge even for state-of-the-art exper-
imental techniques. However, the presence of isomeric
states can make such studies feasible. The nucleus 96Cd,
which differs from 100Sn by just two np pairs, provides
a potential laboratory for investigating the competition
between T = 0, T = 1 and spin-aligned np pair struc-
ture. Moreover, the evolution of the pair structure with
increasing spin as well as the role of seniority structure,
which clearly exists in 98Cd [13] due to the dominance
of T = 1 like-nucleon pairs, can be explored. The work
reported in the present manuscript presents the first ex-
perimental evidence for γ rays resulting from the decay of
excited states in 96Cd. These are observed following the
population and subsequent decay of an isomeric state.
In this work the new transitions are interpreted with the
aid of shell model (SM) calculations performed using dif-
ferent interactions and model spaces and also with other
theoretical approaches. The implications for np pairing
are discussed.

Excited states in 96Cd were produced in two inde-
pendent fragmentation experiments that utilised a 345
MeV/u 124Xe beam, provided by the RI Beam Factory
(RIBF) operated by RIKEN Nishina Center and CNS,
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FIG. 1: Delayed γ-ray spectrum with detection times of 50-
1200 ns after 96Cd implantation, summed from two indepen-
dent experiments. Individual Ge crystals were used to pro-
duce the γ ray events. The inset shows evidence for a weak
transition at 1561 keV.

University of Tokyo, to bombard a 740 mg/cm2 thick
9Be target foil. Both experiments identified the nuclei
of interest from time-of-flight and energy loss measure-
ments in the BigRIPS separator [23, 24] and zero degree
spectrometer and implanted the nuclei in the EURICA
[25] stopped beam setup. The main difference between
the two experiments was the silicon active stopper (AS)
in which the ions of interest were implanted. In the first
experiment (RIBF83) the Silicon Implantation Beta Ab-
sorber (SIMBA) decay station [10] was employed while
the Wide-range Active Silicon-Strip Stopper Array for
Beta and ion detection (WAS3ABi) [26] was used in the
second (RIBF9) experiment. In each case the AS was
located at the centre of the EURICA Ge detector array
[25]. Further details concerning the particle identifica-
tion are provided in ref. [26]. Figure 1 in Ref. [22] shows
the particle identification plot obtained in the RIBF83
experiment.

In the RIBF83 experiment ≈17,000 ions of 96Cd were
implanted in SIMBA over a period of ≈120 hours, while
for RIBF9 ≈18,750 ions of 96Cd were implanted in
WAS3ABi in 203 hours. However, for the latter experi-
ment only 47 out of the 84 crystals in the EURICA Ge ar-
ray were operational due to a liquid nitrogen filling prob-
lem prior to the start of the experiment. This lowered
the Ge γ ray detection efficiency to 56% of EURICA’s
full capacity. The γ-ray singles spectrum obtained from
both experiments after projecting events from the time
versus γ ray energy matrices, within a time window of ≈
50-1200 ns, is presented in Fig. 1. This spectrum was
obtained using individual Ge crystal events rather than
using add-back events in the clusters due to the high γ
ray multiplicity.

The γ ray spectrum shown in Fig. 1 reveals the pres-
ence of nine transitions that are observed between ap-
proximately 50 and 1200 ns after the implantation of
96Cd ions. The lower time limit was chosen to minimise
the low-energy background from bremsstrahlung radia-
tion, while the upper time limit was chosen to ensure
that all events had been collected in the photo-peaks of
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FIG. 2: Spectra showing the natural logarithm of the decay
time (∆t, in ns, is shown on the upper axis), obtained by
summing gates set on the 8 main γ rays shown in Fig. 1
in the γ ray energy versus time matrices, for experiment (a)
RIBF83 and (b) RIBF9. The red line shows the best fit for the
data using the Schmidt method [27] where the centroid yields
the mean-lifetime. Insets show the half-lives for individual γ
rays plotted as a function of γ ray energy.

the identified γ-rays. The relative intensities of the γ rays
extracted from the RIBF83 experiment are presented in
Fig. 4 (Exp).

To minimise any systematic error introduced by sum-
ming the data from both experiments, a separate life-
time analysis was performed for each of the data sets. In
both cases time distributions between ion implantation
and γ ray detection were constructed by placing gates on
each γ ray in γ-ray energy versus time matrices. Using
the maximum likelihood method the lifetimes associated
with individual transitions were obtained [28]. These are
presented in the insets of Fig. 2 (a), (b) for experiments
RIBF83 and RIBF9, respectively. Within uncertainties,
the measured lifetimes associated with individual γ rays
of the same energy were consistent between the two ex-
periments. Furthermore, all transitions possess the same
lifetime (within errors), confirming the presence of only
one long-lived isomeric state. Figures 2 (a), (b) show the
sum of all time distributions for the eight most intense
transitions from the two experiments, where ∆t is the
time between the implantation of an ion and observation
of a γ ray. In both cases the distributions were fitted us-
ing a log-likelihood method for exponential decays with
a small number of counts, known as the Schmidt method
[27], the results of which yield the half-lives shown in
the figure and for which the weighted average value is
197+19

−17 ns. This result is consistent with the weighted av-
erage of the half-lives obtained for the individual γ rays,
insets of Fig. 2 (a), (b).
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FIG. 3: A sum of projections from a γ-γ coincidence matrix
from the RIBF83 experiment. Gates were placed on the eight
strongest transitions and the resulting spectra were added
together.

Due to the nature of the experiment it is not possible
to unambiguously order the observed γ rays. However, it
is proposed that the observed transitions form a cascade
from a single isomeric state. This proposal is based on the
results of the lifetime analysis, the observed intensities of
the γ rays and results from analysis of a γ−γ coincidence
matrix. The γ-γ data presented in Fig. 3 were obtained
from the RIBF83 experiment using two coincidence con-
ditions. The first allowed sufficient time (≈ 6 half-lives)
following the implantation of a 96Cd ion in SIMBA for
the decay of the isomer, with a time window of up to
1500 ns being chosen, while the second γ−γ coincidence
condition used a time window of up to 200 ns. Gates
were placed on the eight strongest transitions and the
resulting spectra added together. Individual gates show
coincidences with several other transitions, but at the
level of one or two counts in the peaks. Summing the in-
dividually gated spectra produces the expected spectrum
showing the 8 strongest transitions. This evidence is not
unambiguous but does suggest the presence of a cascade
of γ rays when combined with the single component to
the lifetime fit and the relatively uniform distribution
(except the 1561 keV transition) in the γ-ray intensities.
The order of the γ rays shown in Fig. 4 is then based
on a comparison to shell-model calculations as discussed
below.

For nuclei around 100Sn the SM is the tool of choice for
understanding nuclear structure. Three of the currently
available SM calculations that have been performed us-
ing different interactions and model spaces are shown in
Fig. 4 (GF,LSSM,r3g). These show structural similari-
ties which are employed in the construction of a tenta-
tive experimental decay scheme (see Fig. 4 (Exp)). A
detailed discussion of the calculations and the proposed
decay scheme is presented below.

In the current work large-scale shell-model (LSSM) cal-
culations, allowing up to four-particle-four-hole excita-
tions across the N = Z = 50 shell gap, were performed in
the gds model space accounting for positive-parity states
only. These are presented in Fig. 4, along side SM calcu-
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lations using the Gross-Frenkel (GF) [29] and JUN45 in-
teractions performed in the p 1

2
g 9

2
[17] and r3g [18] model

spaces, respectively. All three model spaces show similar
features for the structure of 96Cd. The relatively even
spacing between the 6+, 4+, and 2+ states in these cal-
culations is reminiscent of the low-lying level structure
observed in 92Pd, which was suggested to be a signature
of T = 0 spin-aligned np pairing [3].

Detailed comparison of the observed transitions with
the SM calculations strongly suggests that the 811 keV
γ ray is the most likely candidate for the decay of the
2+ state, due to the lower transition energy compared
to decays from the 4+ and 6+ states and the fact that
it appears to have the largest intensity, a feature which
may result from the presence of unobserved weak γ rays
populating the 2+ state. All of the calculations shown
in Fig. 4 predict that the decays from the 6+ and 4+

levels are, to within a few keV, identical; which suggests
that the 1026 keV and 1040 keV transitions are the most
likely candidates for the decay of these states. The order
presented in Fig. 4 is based on the relative energy dif-
ferences of these states in the various SM calculations, a
change in the order of these two γ rays does not affect
the conclusions drawn in this paper.

As a result of the differences in model spaces used,
and in the case of the LSSM calculations, the truncation
level used, we conclude that the calculations show very
similar energy spacings for the low-lying positive-parity
levels. Indeed, the level of agreement for the decays from
the 2+, 4+ and 6+ states suggests that the 8+ → 6+

decay most likely involves the 419 or 441 keV γ rays.
We have arbitrarily assumed the latter. A recent theo-
retical investigation [19] into the pairing approximations
that describe the low-lying T = 0 states in 96Cd revealed
that, for I < 10, no single pair approximation accounted
for more than 86% overlap with the SM wave function.
The results also indicated that isovector monopole and
quadrupole pairing, along with spin-aligned pairing, co-
exist in the low-lying states in 96Cd. Furthermore, for
the 8+ state the overlap between the spin-aligned pair
approximation and its SM configuration was found to
be small, suggesting that the seniority scheme (T = 1
like-nucleon pairing) is at least partially preserved for
this state. This is supported by a near identical B(E2;
8+ → 6+) extracted from the SM calculations performed
for both 96Cd (present work) and 98Cd [30]. The con-
clusion remains valid if any of the transitions below 500
keV, observed in Fig. 1, represents the 8+ → 6+ decay.

The identification of the tentative transition at 1561
keV leads to a very interesting possibility based on com-
parison with the SM calculations. The energy gap be-
tween the T = 0 10+ and 8+ states suggests that the
1561 keV transition may result from the 10+ → 8+ de-
cay with a parallel decay sequence of 457 keV and 1104
keV γ rays from the 10+ and 9+ states, the ordering of

which is unknown (see Fig. 4). In all of the presented
SM calculations, the yrast 9+ is found to be a T = 1
state which lies between the 8+ and 10+ T = 0 states.
In self-conjugate nuclei ∆T = 1 transitions can produce
large B(M1) values whilst ∆T = 0 transitions result in
small B(M1) transition strengths. In the latter case, this
results from the fact that in Tz = 0 nuclei the isovector
component of the M1 transition matrix element disap-
pears. The dominating isoscalar part, however, is pro-
portional to the destructive (gπs + gνs ) value and hence
small. Conversely, ∆T = 1 M1 decays are strong as the
isovector part depends on (gπs − gνs ). Such strong tran-
sitions have been observed in other j = l + 1/2 orbits,
for example, the near closed-shell nuclei 18F and 42Sc
[31]. The scenario discussed above for the three γ rays is
consistent with calculations performed with all three SM
approaches presented above and which predict branching
ratios ranging from 75-90% for the M1 γ ray to the yrast
9+ state and 10-25% for the E2 decay to the 8+ state.

The nature of the isomeric state is somewhat puzzling.
All of the SM calculations show a 14+ → 12+ transition
of 100 keV or below. Whilst it is possible that the 14+

state is isomeric, it is discounted as this scenario would
also be expected to result in a γ branch (Eγ ≈ 200-300
keV) to the β-decaying 16+ isomeric state with no coinci-
dences to other γ-rays and an intensity of the order of 6 or
more times greater than the 14+ → 12+ transition. This
is based on a conservative estimate which assumes transi-
tion energies of 100 and 200 keV for decays to the 12+ and
16+ states, with SM (GF) predicted transition strengths
of 5 W.u and 2.5 W.u, respectively. This yields branch-
ing ratios of 13% (87%) for the decay to the 12+ (16+)
states. The lack of a high intensity γ ray with energy
above 100 keV and no other γ coincidences suggests that
the 14+ level is not the observed isomeric state. However,
SM calculations in both the r3g and p 1

2
g 9

2
model spaces

show a number of negative-parity states that could be
candidates for the isomer. In the case of the 307, 419,
441 keV transitions the B(E1), B(M2), B(E3) Weisskopf
estimates for a half-life of 197+19

−17 ns are of the order of
10−8 W.u., 1 W.u, and > 1000 W.u, respectively. The
B(E3) is too large to be realistic and an M2 transition
of 1 W.u. is also unlikely as evidenced by experimental
upper limits for B(M2) values of < 10−4 W.u. for de-
cays from isomeric transitions in 90Nb [32, 33], 93Tc [34]
and 96Ag [35]. A retarded B(E1) is expected for a self-
conjugate nucleus and the above value is consistent with
the known B(E1) in 94Pd which is ∼ 10−7 W.u. for the
19− → 18+ transition [36]. Thus, it seems that either
12− or 13− are the most likely assignments for the iso-
mer. A 12− state is predicted to be an odd-parity yrast
trap in both the GF and JUN45 (r3g) SM calculations
(see Fig. 4). This state may be interpreted in terms of a
coupling of the lowest lying 98In Iπ=4− and 9+; T=0 np
hole pairs, which can yield both 12− and 13− states.

Figure 5 shows SM and experimental energy level
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FIG. 4: Tentative energy level scheme (Exp), see text for
γ ray assignments, and shell model predictions for calcula-
tions performed in the (GF) p1/2g9/2, (LSSM) g9/2d5/2s1/2,
and (r3g)f5/2p1/2g9/2 model spaces. Calculated positive/
negative-parity states are shown in red/blue, respectively.
The % intensities (errors) of the γ-rays relative to the 811 keV
transition are given in red alongside the energies.

(N,Z = 48) systematics for nuclei bordering 96Cd, i.e.,
Z = 48 Cd isotopes or N = 48 mirror isotones. The
energy level spacings suggest that the extra binding in
the N = Z nucleus (resulting from the Wigner term in
the ground-state binding energies) is most likely reduced
with increasing spin by aligning or breaking of np pairs.
The resulting gaps between groups of states are evident
in all three SM calculations shown. Hence, the effect
may be ascribed to the g9/2 orbit, which is present, and
dominant, in all model spaces.

Recent work by van Isacker [37] discusses np pairs cou-
pled to Jπ = 9+ in terms of B-bosons and makes a com-
parison with SM calculations using the SLGT0 [38] in-
teraction and a simple (g 9

2
)4 model space. Figure 11

from that work shows the degree of overlap of the yrast
eigenstates in the (g 9

2
)4 SM configuration for angular mo-

mentum J and isospin T = 0 with the B-pair states in
96Cd. For this nucleus the observed energy gaps at both
low- and high-spin correlate well with the transitional

FIG. 5: Experimental (squares) and shell-model predicted en-
ergies of yrast even-spin, positive-parity states for selected
isotopes and isotones of 96Cd - see text for details. Open
squares are used for the tentatively assigned levels in 96Cd.

regions where the large overlaps are reduced for interme-
diate spins and restored towards higher-spins.

A further interesting feature is that it is the large en-
ergy gap between the 8+ and 10+ T = 0 states in 96Cd
that allows the 9+ T = 1 state to become yrast (Fig. 4).
In the f 7

2
analog (52Fe) below the doubly closed shell nu-

cleus 56Ni, the corresponding 7+ state is unknown, but
may be inferred from the location of the known 6+ T = 1
level and the T = 1 analog states in 52 Mn to reside above
the known 8+ yrast state [39]. This means that the sit-
uation in 96Cd is unique and results in the 9+ state be-
ing the lowest known T = 1 yrast state in an even-even
N = Z nucleus. In a pair approximation this state can
be viewed as the energetically favoured coupling of a 9+

(T = 0) np pair to a 0+ (T = 1) np pair, which are the
lowest two SM calculated hole states in 98In. This indi-
cates that the T = 1 ground-state domination in odd-odd
N = Z nuclei is stronger in the g 9

2
shell than in the f 7

2

shell.

In summary, a γ decaying isomer with a half-life of
197+19

−17 ns has been identified in 96Cd and nine transi-
tions have been observed following its decay. A tentative
decay scheme has been constructed based on comparison
with different SM calculations performed in three dif-
ferent model spaces (gds, pg, and r3g). Although the
ordering of the transitions shown in Fig. 4 may not be
unique the excitation energy of the isomeric state is de-
termined to be 5605 keV and some variation in the or-
dering of the transitions is possible without changing the
conclusions of this paper. A detailed comparison of the
SM calculations in the p 1

2
, g 9

2
and r3g model spaces with

the data suggests that the new γ decaying isomer, with
Jπ = 12− or 13−, can be interpreted as a negative-parity
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spin-trap state. Both of these states may be interpreted
in terms of the coupling of the lowest lying 98In Iπ=4−

and 9+; T=0 np hole pairs. SM calculations suggest that
no single pairing approximation is dominant in the low-
lying states, but they imply a reduction in the additional
binding energy seen in N=Z nuclei, leading to groups of
states, which is ascribed to the g9/2 orbital. Tentative
evidence is presented for the observation of a 9+ T = 1
state. This is the only known T = 1 yrast state in an
even-even self-conjugate nucleus.
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